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MATANZAS HOTEL LOBBY   

Open-air interior lobby at Matanzas Hotel. 

Gates at both ends of the lobby are not his-

toric.   

The patterned tiles on the stair risers are also 

not historic.  

These floor tiles which match those in the 

Clay Hotel lobby are also not historic.

2016 PHOTOGRAPHS OF LOBBY (8)



ROBERT TAYLOR ARCHITECT
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Robert Taylor Architect  (1885 - 1961)

was born in Camden, New Jersey as noted in the  State of 

New Jersey census records..and died at the age of 76 years 

old as noted in the August 6, 1961 obituary in Miami Herald.  

Robert Taylor became the principal architect for Newton B. 

Roney who was one of the earliest mega-developers on  

Miami Beach and the proprietor of the Roney Plaza Hotel - 

the geographical and social center of the beach at   

23rd & Collins Avenue        . 

Although the job of designing the actual Roney Plaza Hotel 

went to the New York Architects Shulze & Weaver...from 

about 1925 through 1935 Taylor designed practically all of 

the other buildings Roney developed on his numerous  

Miami Beach properties.  These are among the finest exam-

ples of the Spanish / Mediterranean style of architecture of 

that period.

Taylor’s work is notable as both architecture and as   

urban design.  To walk down Espanola Way is to be   

entranced by so many wonderful architectural details.  It is 

also plausible that the designs by Addison Mizner for Worth 

Avenue in Palm Beach opened which opened in 1924 - 1925 

- was influenced by Espanola Way since this had been envi-

sioned by Whitman as early as 1922.

“The Mediterranean Revival contributed three important influ-

ences to the urban structure of Miami Beach; the implanta-

tion of a sophisticated urban ensemble, the refined elabora-

tion of the grand hotel type and the ‘stagey’ and more urban 

development of the small apartment building type.” (6)

“The Spanish Village of Espanola Way deployed, more than 

any other project before it, image-making and city-building 

potential of a unified civic art.  ...As completed under the 

guidance of architect Robert Taylor the complex is a self-

contained artist’s colony in the guise of a narrow Spanish 

street.” (6)

TOP PHOTO: ESPANOLA WAY, MIAMI BEACH  (8)    

LOWER PHOTO: BEACH PATROL HEADQUARTERS, MIAMI BEACH (8)
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ROBERT TAYLOR ARCHITECT:

NOTABLE ARCHITECTURAL PROJECTS 

• 604 Collins Miami Beach Bank & Trust, 1924 for Newton 

Roney (demolished) 

• Espanola Way and the Clay Hotel, 1925 - 1926

•  2301 Meridian Avenue

•  1700 James Avenue (Casa Tua) 1925  Originally designed 

for one of Roney’s sales persons.

•  2300 Collins Avenue - original Newton Roney office build-

ing (demolished) at site of existing MiMo Wal   

greens

•  1695 Alton Road (17th & Alton SE corner) used to be Bur-

ger King and is currently a bank. However the building still 

reveals original remnants of the original Walker-Skagseth  

Grocery Store originally constructed for an industrialist from 

Youngstown, Ohio.       

•  Bath Club, 5937 Collins 1926

• 4855 Pine Tree Drive (as Taylor & Lewis Architects)

• 5223 Pine Tree Drive, 1929

• 5285 Pine Tree Drive, 1929

• 5311 Pine Tree Drive 1929

• 5655 Pine Tree Drive 1929

•  5745 Pine Tree Drive 1929

• 4720 Pine Tree Drive

• 5312 Pine Tree Drive

• 1440 Pennsylvania, Taylor Residence + Studio

• Beach Patrol Headquarters, 1001 Ocean Drive 1934

• 150 20th Street - Townhouse Hotel 1938 (land originally 

owned by Newton Roney)

• 110 20th Street - Cromwell Hotel ,1939 (land originally 

owned by Newton Roney)

TOP PHOTO: 2009 VIEW OF ESPANOLA WAY (8)   

LOWER PHOTO: 2301 MERIDIAN AVENUE (8)



SPANISH MEDITERRANEAN ARCHITECTURE
“The desire to transform Miami Beach into a Mediterra-

nean city corresponded with the ascendancy of the Medi-

terranean revival style in Florida. ...It’s appearance in Flor-

ida was contemporary with the Spanish Colonial style 

popular in the early twentieth century and evoked notably 

at San Diego’s 1915 Panama-California exposition. (16)

“San Diego demonstrated two important aspects of the 

Spanish Colonial style: first, the success of style and civic 

art in creating a sense of identity and place; second, the 

appropriateness within a certain territorial, climactic and 

cultural context of Spanish Colonial architecture as a re-

gional style.” (11)

Architects and developers working in Florida were quick 

to see the value of imposing the template of a stylistically 

unified and regionally appropriate civic art into its grow-

ing new cities. The Mediterranean Revival defined the 

style of the 1920’s in Miami Beach, and because it also 

embodied new planning paradigms, set the stage for the 

modern city of the next decade.(11)

Spanish Mediterranean architecture was the "style of  

choice" for the first major boom period in Miami Beach. 

Its connotation of Mediterranean resort architecture, com-

bining expressions of Italian, Moorish, North African and 

Southern Spanish themes, was found to be an appropri-

ate and commercially appealing image for the new Florid-

ian seaside resort.

During the mid 1910’s through the early 1930s the style 

was applied to hotels, apartment buildings, commercial  

structures, and even modest residences. Its architectural 

vocabulary was characterized by stucco walls, low pitched 

terra cotta and historic Cuban tile roofs, arches, scrolled 

or tile capped parapet walls and articulated door sur-

rounds, sometimes utilizing Spanish Baroque decorative 

motifs and Classical elements. Featured detailing was  

occasionally executed in keystone.

TOP PHOTO: CASA CASUARINA,  OCEAN DRIVE aka HOME OF GIANNI V 

  VERSACE photo COURTESY FLORIDA ARCHITECTURE AND ALLIED  

  ARTS MAGAZINE, 1938 COURTESY OTTO G. RICHTER LIBRARY,   

  UNIVERSITY FO MIAMI.        

MIDDLE PHOTO: EL JARDIN (22)      

LOWER PHOTO: VIA PARIGI, WORTH AVENUE by ADDISON MIZNER 1925 

(22)
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San Diego demonstrated two important aspects of the Span-

ish Colonial style: first, the success of style and civic art in  

creating a sense of identity and place; second, the appropri-

ateness within a certain territorial, climactic and cultural  

context of Spanish Colonial architecture as a regional style. 

“Architects and developers working in Florida were quick to 

see the value of imposing the template of a stylistically uni-

fied and regionally appropriate civic art into its growing new 

cities. The Mediterranean Revival defined the style of the 

1920’s in Miami Beach, and because it also embodied new 

planning paradigms, set the stage for the modern city of the 

next decade.“ (11)

“Mediterranean Revival architecture was a picture-book pas-

tiche offering instant history, imbuing a brand-new place with 

Old World charm.  It came into being as an architecture for 

an elite - providing immediate ancient European pedigrees 

to the landed gentry of both Miami and Palm Beach....The 

style’s aged look conveyed the instant pedigree of ancient 

architecture on the new city.” (12)

“Mediterranean Revival architecture flourished in Florida in a 

compressed time period, starting in 1917 when Pittsburgh 

architect Richard Kiehnel (1870-1944) began designing...EL 

Jardin. As Kiehnel was working on El Jardin in Miami (Coco-

nut Grove) the architect Addison Mizner (1872-1933) was de-

signing the Everglades Club in Palm Beach.. A decade and a 

half later most architects had turned their eyes to what we 

now call Art Deco..” (13)

“Some years later MIzner wrote about his own design  

process, and what he had to say explains a great deal about 

the architectural style he was inventing. Basically, he created 

an imaginary history for his buildings.: “I sometimes start a 

house with a Romanesque corner, pretend it has fallen into 

disrepair and been added onto in the Gothic spirit, when  

suddenly the great wealth of the New World has poured in 

and the owner added a very rich Renaissance addition.” (14)

TOP PHOTO: COCONUT GROVE PLAYHOUSE, MIAMI (8)
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CLAY HOTEL BUILDING CARD
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FOLLOWING IS THE CITY OF MIAMI BEACH BUILDING CARDS AS OBTAINED FROM THE CITY OF MIAMI BEACH BUILDING DEPARTMENT  
RECORDS DESK.     NOTE THAT THERE WERE NO HISTORIC DRAWINGS FOUND IN THIS SEARCH.
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MATANZAS HOTEL BUILDING CARD
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